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“Defining the Decade” - Artificial Intelligence

There are two major reasons for AI boom in the last decade:
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AI capabilities and focus areas

Uncertainty quantification
Learning on graphs

Self operating telescopes
Experiment controls

Coprocessors for fast inference
Distributed training

hls4ml and FPGAs
ASIC codesign
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Fermilab - long AI history
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The AI Initiative

Formal home in SCD but engaging the 
entire laboratory.

AI Projects

Scientific Computing Division

Cross-cutting 
projects and 
initiatives

+
Liaisons as links across the 

laboratory 
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Accelerators

Astronomy

Netrunos

Quantum Science
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AI for Accelerator
 Control

● Goal - reduce beam losses in the Booster.
● Approach - using a reinforcement learning algorithm on a custom FPGA board to control the gradient 

magnet power supplies (GMPS).
● The scope - single crate control system (one board with back-up), but the project lays the foundation for a 

more ambitious future program.
● Achievements so far:

○ Significant progress in adopting hls4ml tools to Intel chipsets (optimizing resource allocation on the 
FPGA).

○ Proof-of-principle “agent” trained a reproduction of the current (accelerator domain expert-built) system 
using a surrogate model trained using historical data from the accelerator complex.
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Quantum Computing for ML● QML is the use of quantum resources for 
machine learning problems.

● Studying quantum algorithms for object classification 
in astronomy.

● Goals - hardware co-design, building up the 
software stack, characterizing the performance of 
modern hardware, etc.

○ Lockheed Martin: “Studying the use of quantum 
annealers for machine learning”

○ https://arxiv.org/abs/1911.06259 

○ Alphabet X (with U. Waterloo): studying 
gate-based ("universal") quantum kernel methods 
using QC built by Google (their supremacy chip)

● Funded through DOE QuantISED
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Many projects, joint with several other institutions 
(UChicago, ORNL, UMichigan, Argonne):

● ML helping study astronomical objects in the 
big data era (large surveys - DES, SDSS, LSST, 
SPT etc.) - strong lens finding and measuring; galaxy 
mergers: classification and domain adaptation; CMB 
lensing; galaxy-cluster-finding; solar flare classification; 
Extrasolar planets.

● ML helping automation: self-driving telescope; 
artifact classification in DECam images.

● ML and uncertainty quantification in astronomy.

AI for Astronomy

Caldeira et al. 2019, Astronomy & Computing, 28, 100307
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AI for CMS
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Pixar

CMS

● Detector simulation w/ Geant4 is 
accurate but computationally 
intensive.

● Tune parameters for faster, but less 
accurate output.

● Use Denoising CNN to restore output 
quality. 

ACM Trans. Graph 36 (2017) 97

● Event reconstruction using 
Graph NNs: 
arXiv:1801.07829
arXiv:2003.11603
arXiv:1902.07987



AI for Neutrinos
● ML for faster workflow and enhanced event 

reconstruction.

● A publication is being prepared: “GPU-accelerated 

machine learning inference as a service for accelerator 

neutrino experiment computing”.

● In the future implement the process of FPGAs.
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Tingjun Yang, Maria Acosta, Phil Harris, Ben Hawks, Burt 
Holzman, Jeff Krupa, Kevin Pedro, Nhan Tran, Mike Wang



Other activities

● AI seminar series
● Webpage redesign

● First community event - AI Jamboree
● Collected 20+ AI “flyers” on ideas
● Hands on ML tutorials
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Thank you!
Real-time AI - fast triggering, fast 

control, nanosecond scale inference

AI on ASICs and FPGA

Working with huge datasets

Discovery science

Home in SCD but involves 
all science groups

Theory and new algorithms

Collaboration with 
other labs

Cross-cutting new 
technologies  
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